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Procedure of issues arrangement plays a vital role in civil pretrial 
preparation procedure, which has the value of improving trail efficiency and 
realizing justice, mainly will promote the judgment centralized, helps the parties 
settle disputes, save the judicial resources and so on. This article is based on the 
current judicial practice in China, according to the comparison and reference 
legislative mode and practiced experience in Taiwan, carting and analyzing the 
present situation, and putting forward to establish procedure of issues 
arrangement of concrete design. The core part is issues arrangement should be 
moved forward to after the expiry of the time limit of evidence, focuses on 
elaborating operation to achieve the utilization of the essential information, and 
make sure the effectiveness of issue so much as introduce early neutral evaluation, 
in order to make benefits to the reconstruction of Chinese practice. 
Besides the preface and conclusion, this article is divided into four chapters. 
The first chapter is overview of issues arrangement. It focuses on the 
concept of issues arrangement. Mainly introduces the definition, and the basic 
theory such as development process and value. 
The second chapter is the current judicial practice in China. It discusses the 
problems faced in the current judicial practice in China. Find the deep-seated 
reasons of the problems from the angle of departure from the law and practice, 
combined with the interpretation of the Supreme People's Court on the 
application of the "Civil Procedural Law of the People's Republic of China in 
2015 and empirical data analysis. 
The third chapter is the practical analysis of issues arrangement rules in 
Taiwan. It introduces issues arrangement rules of Taiwan area. Through the main 
characteristics, highlights, and compared with the judicial practice in China, 
proposes to be used for reference. 
The fourth chapter is improving paths of issues arrangement in China. It 
proposes concrete proposals. From clearing system and procedures, increasing of 
information disclosure and utilization, improving the relevant supporting 
measures, etc, combined with the reality in China, put forward a concrete train of 
thought. 
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A 向 B 借款 2 万元，并约定利息，借款时间为 1 个月。A 同时找来 C 作
为借款保证人，保证合同中约定在本金及利息不能还清之时，由 C 承担保证
责任。借款到期后，B 多次向 A 索要欠款未果，但从未向 C 主张过权利。后









B 根据《担保法》的规定对 C 的保证责任行使请求权。如图 1 所示，第
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